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The 2019/20 season was a watershed moment 

Intended as the first of two monumental 

seasons

The pandemic closed the Baumann Centre for nearly three months

Why were we able to do all this? 

The pandemic has delayed but not canceled the future

for Pacific Opera Victoria and indeed for the entire 

performing arts ecosystem, as the COVID-19 

epidemic upended our artistic practice and our 

relationships with audiences and patrons.

The season was distinguished by remarkable 

successes – none of which would have been possible 

without the generosity of those who supported 

Pacific Opera's work with their donations, their time, 

and their presence.

What happened in the new reality

– 

 celebrating our 40th Anniversary, 2019/20 

was,  despite the pandemic, a landmark season on 

many levels. Its accomplishments included the 

largest production in our history – Puccini's Il trittico – 

as well as the Canadian première of Jonathan Dove's 

acclaimed  comic opera Flight.  The season also saw productions of two operas co-commissioned by Pacific Opera. Missing, 

remounted for performances in Victoria, Regina, and Prince George, made Opera Canada's list of Best Operas of the Decade. 

The Flight of the Hummingbird, a charming new youth opera by Haida artist Michael Nicoll Yahgulanaas, was halfway through a 

four-month school tour when the season – and artistic life as we knew it – came to a screeching halt. 

On one day's notice we had to postpone the rest of the Hummingbird school tour as well as the opera's sold-out run at the 

Baumann Centre. The disappointment was perhaps even greater for the thousands of people holding tickets to our April 

production of Carmen.  (Many are still holding on to those tickets and joining us in longing for the Future Season when we 

gather once again in the Royal Theatre). 

 and sidelined much of our community 
thprogramming, including our 40  birthday bash – a blitz of guerrilla opera that was going to inundate the community for 40 Days 

of Opera (we're now holding out hope for 41 Days of Opera in 2021).

The cancellation of numerous community events and postponement of the rest of the 2019/20 season and all of 2020/21's 

mainstage productions had direct consequences for some 250 artists and cultural workers. Out of deep concern for the many 

affected artists, Pacific Opera provided compensation for lost work above and beyond minimal contractual obligations.  We 

also sought to re-engage as many artists as possible as we pivoted to online programming and began to dream of a 

re-imagined 2020/21 season of opera that would carry with it surprise and delight while exploring the many ways we can still 

invest in creativity, share it with our community, and support the artists whose livelihoods depend on it.

A major reason was the amazing loyalty and commitment of our patrons and donors, who 

trusted we would keep making art and who continued to give at a difficult time, wanting to support the art and the artists. 

 of social isolation, Zoom meetings, and physical distancing was a testament to the 

persistence, resilience, and stubborn creativity of artists and art makers – and the generous hearts of our community. 

 and has inspired us to inventive art-making.  Meanwhile, as we 

curl up by the light of our digital devices, we revel in memories of an amazing season – and imagine gathering again to share 

the extraordinary moments of music, drama, and meaning that only the live performing arts can bring. Thank you for being 

part of it!

Production Sponsor, Carmen Production Patrons, Carmen

David Harris Flaherty

& Karen Jensen

A Season of Accomplishment and Challenge

Sara Schabas as Dukdukdiya (Hummingbird) in The Flight of the Hummingbird.   Photo: Nadia Zheng.
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IL TRITTICO

Puccini's Il trittico is a large-scale work

For artists, Il trittico is both daunting and exhilarating

 that is very rarely presented in its entirety. Indeed, it had not been staged in 

Canada in nearly a half century until Pacific Opera took it on.  

Though not as well known as Puccini's blockbusters La bohème and Madama Butterfly, Il trittico has been called the 

composer's greatest achievement. It is opera on steroids – three one-act wonders in a single breathtaking roller-coaster 

ride. With its three disparate settings and its large cast, it is a financial and logistic challenge for any company that seeks to 

stage it. It's a double dare for even the most intrepid of directors, but Glynis Leyshon and designer Pam Johnson knocked it 

out of the park, and their ingenuity was justly recognized when the production took home the Critics Choice Award for 

Outstanding Production at the 2020 Greater Victoria Regional Arts Awards. 

, offering gorgeous singing, brilliantly delineated characters, 

and rare opportunities to play multiple roles and moods in a single production.

Soprano Aviva Fortunata was a triple threat in three major role debuts: the adulterous Giorgetta in Il tabarro; the guilt-ridden 

nun in Suor Angelica; and the scheming Nella in Gianni Schicchi.  Also taking on a three-role marathon was mezzo soprano 

Megan Latham, who portrayed the warm-hearted La Frugola in Il tabarro, the cold-hearted Princess in Suor Angelica, and the 

greedy Zita in Gianni Schicchi.

The production also saw the welcome return of American baritone Todd Thomas in debuts as Michele in Il tabarro, and in the 

title role of Gianni Schicchi. Also playing two roles apiece were Lara Ciekiewicz, Marion Newman, Adam Luther, Thomas 

Goerz, Owen McCausland, and Maria Soulis. Il trittico also offered marvellous chorus opportunities as well as a full dozen 

solo roles for members of the Pacific Opera Chorus.

2019/20 Season Productions

Estate of 

Larry T. Ryan

Scene from Gianni Schicchi, the final opera in Puccini’s Il trittico. David Cooper Photography

Production SponsorPatron

Huge credit must go 

Even more credit has to go to a cast 

the best thing it has ever done.  At least so far. 

to director Glynis Leyshon and  

set and costume designer Pam Johnson for solving one 

of the chief difficulties Il trittico presents ...    

how do you move from Il tabarro, set on a barge 

on the Seine in 1910,  to Suor Angelica, 
thset in a convent near Siena in the 17  century, 

to Gianni Schicchi, set in Florence in 1299? 

You get clever, that's how....

that they may never sing again....          

 The cast made this masterpiece ... a perfect showcase  

for their own considerable talents.... 

By combining great direction and design along with 

some really superb singing and an orchestra at the top 

of its game under Artistic Director 

Timothy Vernon – POV created what might be 

 

Robin J Miller, Opera Canada

willing to learn 

multiple roles 

_____________________

_____________________
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FLIGHT

February brought the Canadian première of Flight 

The production was a gorgeous bit of eye candy

by Jonathan Dove and April De Angelis. An extraordinarily popular 

but musically challenging opera, it had everyone nervous, from conductor Timothy Vernon to the singers and Victoria 

Symphony musicians – even more so when they realized they would be performing to an opening night crowd that included 

the composer.

by Morris Panych and 

Ken MacDonald – and its soaring beauty was due in large part to Alan 

Brodie's spectacular lighting and Keith Houghton's magnificent projections, 

which elicited a stormy night, dawn, clouds – even a full-scale jetliner. 

The ensemble cast was a joy, navigating the work's comedic and musical 

heights without losing sight of the haunting themes of statelessness and 

the search for human connection at the heart of the work. 

Countertenor William Powers and coloratura soprano Sharleen Joynt 

brought otherworldly vocal beauty to the roles of the Refugee and the 

Controller, with spot-on character turns by Emilia Boteva as the Older 

Woman; John Brancy and Kimy McLaren as the randy Steward and 

Stewardess; Allyson McHardy and Neil Craighead as a diplomatic couple 

facing parenthood and a new posting in cold, boring Minsk; Jacqueline 

Woodley and John Robert Lindsay as a young couple trying to rekindle their 

marriage; and Justin Welsh as a fearsome, but ultimately good-hearted  

Immigration Officer.

 

One of the best productions Pacific Opera Victoria has ever done…

it was something truly special…it delivers, thanks to a 

complicated but deliciously melodic and pleasing score  

coupled with this intelligent and compassionate libretto…. 

It's ethereal, it's powerful…it was all fresh and it’s all new – 

isn't that really what art is supposed to be about?

David Lennam, CBC Radio On the Island

Michael Morres

Sharleen Joynt and William Towers in Flight. 

David Cooper Photography

Kimy McLaren, Jacqueline Woodley, Emilia Boteva, John Robert Lindsey, John Brancy, William 

Towers. David Cooper Photography

Last night was very special. 

Last night, during the Canadian première, 

Thank you, Pacific Opera Victoria!

I have seen many 

of the thirty-something different productions that 

'Flight' has enjoyed so far: it's always gone down 

well, but I've never actually heard the audience 

applaud while the music is playing. 

applause stopped the show three times.... 

I don't remember ever feeling the audience quite 

as completely 'with' the production as last night, 

thanks not only to a stunning cast who you 

wanted to keep on singing, but also the 

wonderful storytelling of director Morris Panych, 

carrying us through the whole joyous evening, 

not to mention conductor Timothy Vernon's 

lovely feeling for the score. 

Composer Jonathan Dove, Facebook posting

_____________________

Production Sponsor Production Patron
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MISSING

In November we had the privilege of remounting Missing, a groundbreaking chamber opera by Métis playwright Marie 

Clements and Juno-winning composer Brian Current, which gives voice to the stories of missing and murdered Indigenous 

women. 

Co-commissioned by City Opera Vancouver and Pacific Opera, Missing  is set in the places where its story has been lived most 

fiercely – Vancouver's Downtown Eastside and along the Highway of Tears.  Its 2017 world première was marked by national 

acclaim and calls for it to be seen across Canada.

. Following sold-out performances at the 

Baumann Centre, Missing toured to Regina and Prince George.  The performances in Prince George, at the eastern end of the 

Highway of Tears, were especially meaningful, as Missing was welcomed to its spiritual home with immense generosity by 

partners, families, and audiences.

. Missing is 

also unique in that it cannot legitimately be presented without the support, empathy, and generosity of Indigenous 

partners. The Victoria Native Friendship Centre, Prince George Native Friendship Centre, and Regina Treaty/Status Indian 

Services guided us through cultural protocol, invited their communities and affected families to participate, and ensured 

that emotional and cultural support was in place for audiences and artists alike. 

In both its première production and the 2019 remount and tour, Missing raised awareness of missing and murdered 

Indigenous women, of the need for conversation around Indigeneity and decolonization, and of the power of art as a 

catalyst for Reconciliation and revitalization of Indigenous culture and language.

.  As critic Robin Miller explained, 

Missing is a creation that … lays bare not only the power of opera to make us 

feel, but also its ability to make us think… Missing deals with contemporary 

tragedy: the many Indigenous women who have gone missing or been murdered 

along B.C.'s Highway of Tears. The production had great dramatic and visual 

power, but it is the reality of that ongoing tragedy that makes this opera a must 

see, for all Canadians.

It was deeply meaningful to be able to give this opera a second staging

Missing is unique: an Indigenous and Canadian opera, sung in two languages, Gitksan and English

Missing featured prominently in Opera Canada's December 2019 

list of Best Operas of the Decade

In an opera, you expect the performers to be singing the entire time.

But there's a scene in Missing wherein Rose-Ellen Nichols just weeps.

Weep isn't a strong enough word. She's in anguish…

Later, she does sing: “If you have loved a child, I am you.”

Ashley Martin, Regina Leader-Post

It's rare that a new opera can achieve that delicate balance 

between being both timely and timeless — the former commenting 

on the world around us, while the latter offers material that will still 

be relevant for future audiences, regardless of when it is performed

… this powerful, moving and compelling production should be 

required viewing for any contemporary Canadian audience…

John Threlfall, Check the Program

Rose-Ellen Nichols and Kyle Lehmann in Missing. 

Emily Cooper Photography

_____________________
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Pacific Opera's Community Engagement platform, Opera Etc, includes free 

forums, performances, films, and more – all using opera to explore broader 

social perspectives and connect with more diverse communities. When physical 

distance requirements and limits on public gatherings came into play, in-person 

Opera Etc events gave way to a vibrant mix of online and outdoor programming. 

Robert Holliston 

to each upcoming mainstage opera, interviewing creative artists and 

presenting performances by cast members .

The perfect appetizer for every mainstage  performance 

featured Robert Holliston playing musical excerpts and chatting about 

the opera, its composer, and its time.

Inside Opera: 

Opera Motifs: 

Lobby Chats: 

Lunchbox Opera:  

Opera Today:

Special Events 

hosted crowd-pleasing introductions 

 

 

Robert Holliston delved into specific topics related to 

each mainstage opera: From Mozart to Verismo in advance of Il trittico, 

and a survey of favourite contemporary works to add context to 

Jonathan Dove's Flight. 

Guest artists Maria Soulis and John Brancy, from 

the casts of Il trittico and Flight respectively, performed intimate noon-

hour recitals.

Special guests explored specific themes from opera in relation to the world we live in today. Season 

highlights included the following:

Ÿ Traditional Opera in a Contemporary World, a panel discussion on performing yesterday's operas in today's context, 

with Benjamin Butterfield, Caleb Marshall, Joel Ivany, and moderators Steve Wadhams and Rebecca Hass. 

Ÿ World renowned countertenor Iestyn Davies in conversation with Robert Holliston. 

Ÿ An exploration of Tzinquaw, an opera based on a Quw'utsun legend, which toured BC in 1950 with an all-Cowichan 

cast. The Opera Today exploration included a performance by Indigenous youth and stories and insights from Ron 

Rice, a descendant of an original cast member.

Ÿ A discussion with Jonathan Dove, the composer of Flight.

Ÿ An International Women's Day celebration of influential women in Opera.

included an eclectic variety of musical experiences:

Ÿ Grand Tour of Beer:  a beer tasting paired with Early Music and 

classical drinking songs.

Ÿ Iestyn Davies & Fretwork, a concert presented in collaboration 

with Christ Church Cathedral, the Pacific Baroque Festival, and 

Early Music Vancouver.

Ÿ Christmas with Casa Diva, featuring sopranos Joni Henson and 

Virginia Hatfield, along with mezzo-soprano Megan Latham.

Ÿ Fenlon and Fenlon, a one-woman Liederabend performed by 

soprano/pianist Rachel Fenlon .

Ÿ Home Grown with composer/soprano Danika Loren and 

composer/pianist Stéphane Mayer. 

Director Glynis Leyshon, host Rebecca Hass, and Conductor Timothy 

Vernon share a laugh at Inside Opera for Il trittico.

 Jo-Ann Richards, Works Photography

Opera Today: Countertenor Iestyn Davies chats with Robert Holliston in the 

stunning setting of Victoria's Christ Church Cathedral.

OPERA ETC IN PERSON

Lunchbox Opera Sponsor Inside Opera Sponsor
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Opera Goes to the Movies: 

Pop Up Opera: 

Coloratura 

Listening Party Podcast:

Acoustic Afternoons: 

Inside Opera Online: 

Lunchbox Opera Online: 

Handwashing Arias:

For All to Hear: 

Opera-related films and curated discussions added depth to the opera experience. This 

season's films included A Room With A View, whose music featured a famous aria from Il trittico; Picking up the Pieces: the 

Making of the Witness Blanket; and the Steven Spielberg film The Terminal, which, like Flight, was inspired by the true story of an 

Iranian-born refugee who lived in Charles de Gaulle airport for 18 years. 

Opera singers infiltrated the parks and streets of the Capital Region, surprising people with music in 

unexpected places while maintaining safe distancing. Pop Up Opera also took requests to deliver short, live Opera Postcard 

performances

brought live opera performances to retirement residences and care facilities. Usually performed inside the 

care facilities, Coloratura moved outdoors to facility parking lots and courtyards in summer 2020, in order to provide live 

music along with physical distancing for the residents, many of whom were under lockdown and isolated due to the 

pandemic.

Pacific Opera's Director of Community Engagement, Rebecca Hass, interviewed guest artists 

about life, art, and music, and shared their favourite tracks via Spotify playlists. 

Guest artists chatted with Rebecca Hass about life in a time of pandemic, and  performed short 

songs from wherever they happened to be isolating. 

Robert Holliston and guests presented insightful, friendly, and funny chats about everything opera-

related – they even touched on d

Guest artists performed intimate, curated recitals. 

Opera singers dished out handwashing advice to the tunes of favourite arias with new lyrics by Bill 

Richardson – culminating in the Bonnielujah Chorus, a heartfelt tribute to BC's celebrated Provincial Health Officer Dr. Bonnie 

Henry, with music by Handel, direction by Joey Pietraroia, and voices by members of the Pacific Opera Chorus.

A dedicated online platform invited IBPoC (Indigenous, Black, People of Colour) opera artists to share their 

personal, lived experiences through musical performance or stories of moments that bring home the fact of racial division 

as they have lived through it. For All to Hear conversations and performances are included in episodes of the online 

programs above.

.

 

esert island operas, Gilligan’s Island, and the Muppets. 

 

The Bonnielujah Chorus:  Giuseppe Pietraroia directs the Pacific Opera Chorus in a rousing Zoom 

tribute to BC's Provincial Health Officer, Dr. Bonnie Henry. 

Coloratura SponsorPresident’s Circle Sponsor

OPERA ETC ONLINE: Physically Distant – Socially Connected.
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Youth Programming
THE FLIGHT OF THE HUMMINGBIRD

The first months of 2020 brought the world 

première

A multicultural cohort of young artists

Someday the Hummingbird will fly abroad.

 of the new youth opera The Flight of the 

Hummingbird. Bear and Bunny, Hummingbird, Owl, 

and the Crows travelled to schools across southern BC 

to perform this delightful opera with music by Maxime 

Goulet and a captivating libretto and design by Haida 

artist Michael Nicoll Yahgulanaas and Barry Gilson.  

 including  

four singers, pianist, cellist, and stage manager,   

showed up in brightly coloured bybrid-electric vans for 

64 performances to enthusiastic crowds of young people.  at the Baumann Centre were just 

days away when the order came down that all public gatherings of 50 or more were to be closed down, and with a day's 

notice all remaining performances – some 60 of them – had to be postponed. 

Meanwhile, to support youth and educators in their online learning – and to delight everyone else – Pacific Opera and our co-

production partner Vancouver Opera secured rights for an online and digital TV broadcast of the opera. When it is safe, live 

performances will resume, including completion of the southern BC tour, rescheduled public performances in Victoria and 

Vancouver, and a new tour to Northern BC, including Prince George and Haida Gwaii. 

 We have been collaborating with Oper Frankfurt to develop and stage a 

German language production of The Flight of the Hummingbird.  We are proceeding with the German translation of the 

libretto, but restrictions on travel and public gatherings mean that our plans to stage the opera in Germany have been put 

on hold for now. Once it is feasible, we will work with our European partners to advance this exciting project, to bring this 

touching work to youth abroad, and to magnify and amplify Indigenous and BC voices for international audiences. 

Sold-out public performances

Impressive.   All students 

commented on how amazing 

the props and costumes were.  

Lots of surprises that the 

students really enjoyed.  

Some comments were that 

they were surprised how 

much effort went into the 

performance.

Feedback from 

classroom teachers

I have had a lot of feedback from the students about how the props, sets and costumes helped them to understand 

the story and brought it to life. Many of the students were fascinated by the boats at the beginning and the smallpox 

faces, the trees which burned up and fell down, the fire ribbons, the laundry line of bunny, the water drops of the 

animals and the mylar right at the end!!!

Simran Claire (Bunny), Jan van der Hooft (Bear),  Sara Schabas (Hummingbird). 

Photo: Tim Matheson. 

Students at Happy Valley Elementary School in Langford join the cast of The Flight of the Hummingbird. The hybrid electric tour vans 

were purchased with support from a BC Community Gaming Capital Project Grant. Jo-Ann Richards, Works Photography.

_____________________
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LIVING OPERA 

TEACHERS PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT DAY

STUDENT & FAMILY PREVIEWS

This season Opera Anna (Anna Shill) and Super Geoff (Geoff Malcolm)

Youth workshops

 visited 24 classrooms to present exuberant 

Living Opera workshops to students in grades 3 to 8.  

They worked, played, and sang with the students as they 

explored topics of collaboration and team-work in opera, 

learning about the on- and off-stage work involved in 

bringing an opera to the stage, as well as the roles and story-

telling techniques employed by singing performers and 

directors.

 were also presented at the Greater 

Victoria Public Library and through the Inter-Cultural 

Association of Greater Victoria (ICA). The latter included 

tours of the Royal Theatre and of the Opera Shop where our 

sets and costumes are created; participants were 

introduced to theatrical skills, including singing, make-up, 

props and costumes, as well as set design, painting, and 

construction.  

 

An important catalyst for engaging young people in the arts is providing educators with the tools and inspiration to help 

them in the classroom. Pacific Opera collaborated with the Greater Victoria Public Library, the Maritime Museum of BC, and 

the Royal BC Museum to offer a free day of professional development for K-12 educators.  The fully subscribed Pro-D day 

coincided with World Opera Day! 

 

School groups and families attended the final preview (Dress rehearsal) for the productions of Il trittico and Flight. Families 

could attend with children (maximum one adult per child) and introduce opera and the arts to the young people in their 

lives. 

The phone cameras come out while the orchestra tunes up and the anticipation mounts at the Student and Family 

Preview for Il trittico.  Photo: Nicole Malcolm 

Opera Bus Sponsor

Anna Shill and Geoff Malcolm present Living Opera at the Greater Victoria Public Library. 

Photo: Nicole Malcolm
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Civic Impact

93%
said their opera experience 

gave them a sense of pride 

in their community

93%
gained new insight or 

learned from their opera 

experience

Indigenous attendees 

felt that the events celebrated their 

cultural background or identity

overwhelmingly

of visitors felt they gained 

new understanding for 

people who are different 

from them, or for a culture 

other than their own65
%

92%
of newcomers would 

attend live opera again

70%

51%

of community engagement

of mainstage

“Gratitude for the excellent caliber of opera productions 

available to us in “our little town” by Pacific Opera, and 

deep satisfaction for being so wonderfully engaged in a 

beautiful thrilling piece of opera - all of it done in such 

an excellent manner. Bravo! (Patron on Il Trittico) ”

Percent of respondents 

who were exposed to 

an artistic or cultural 

experience they had not 

seen or heard before:

EXPERIENCE

ACCESS

ACCESS

COMMUNITYEDUCATION

TRUTH & RECONCILATION

2019-2020 SEASON | BY THE NUMBERS



Regional Impact

18,000
Youth participating in opera

217
Artists performing, 

creating, & teaching, 

onstage, behind the 

scenes, and online

30
Online videos, podcasts, 

broadcasts in response 

to COVID-19

2019-2020 SEASON | BY THE NUMBERS

20
Staged operas

10,600
Attendance

64
Staged school tour 

performances

17,900
Attendance

172
Community / education 

events

7,500
Attendance

Patron events
Teacher development days

Artist development and 

coaching sessions 

Living Opera, ICA, & GVPL 

Youth Workshops

Diversity in the arts forums

Pop Up Opera performances

Community recitals

Coloratura Concerts

Public lectures, dialogues, 

& film screenings

16
2

34

31

5
8

38

13

25

*Not including postponements in response to COVID-19

*Not including postponements in response to COVID-19



Emerging Artists

ARTIST DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

Opera Workshops 

Lyric Diction workshops 

Master Classes and Performer Clinics 

OPERA PERFORMANCE 

Artist Mentoring and Coaching 

Through the 2019/20 season, members of the Pacific Opera Chorus joined music 

and theatre students from the University of Victoria, Victoria Conservatory of Music, 

and Canadian College of Performing Arts for Pacific Opera's free Artist Development 

Program. Faculty included Jacques Lemay (founder of the Canadian College of 

Performing Arts), Benjamin Butterfield (Head of Voice at the University of Victoria), 

and guest instructors and coaches. Director of Community Engagement Rebecca 

Hass worked with each instructor to design the program components. 

addressed practical subjects, including stage movement, 

acting technique, dance, character development, resume preparation, and 

Alexander Technique, and also offered sessions on music theatre and life as a 

performer, as well as a workshop on intimacy for the stage and how to approach 

it in a safe and consensual way. 

offered coaching and private lessons 

with experienced teachers, among them tenors John Lindsey and Isaiah Bell, 

mezzo soprano Allyson McHardy, bass baritone Neil Craighead, soprano Danika 

Loren, and collaborative pianist Stéphane Mayer. 

provided focused training to help performing and teaching artists develop the skills 

required to deliver programs such as Living Opera, Coloratura, and Pop-Up Opera. 

included focused instruction in singing in the 

language of the production: Italian (Il trittico) and French (in preparation for 

Carmen). 

enjoyed challenging performance opportunities under the 

direction of Chorus Master Giuseppe 

Pietraroia. Student members of the chorus 

could also receive an Ensemble Performance 

credit (MUS 580H) from the University of 

Victoria School of Music. 

Chorus and comprimario roles on the main 

stage offered new opportunities to Pacific 

Opera Choristers as they were coached in vocal, 

ensemble, acting, and dancing skills to prepare 

for ensemble, supernumerary, and small solo 

roles. Il trittico offered marvellous chorus 

opportunities as well as a full dozen solo roles 

for members of the Pacific Opera Chorus.

On the main stage, the Pacific Opera Victoria Chorus 

Members of the Pacific Opera Chorus in Suor Angelica. 

David Cooper Photography

Members of the Pacific Opera Chorus join Owen McCausland and Aviva Fortunata (centre) in Il tabarro. 

David Cooper Photography
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National and International Impact

In recent years Pacific Opera has leveraged its experience building original productions

Pacific Opera also rents productions

Building on the success of our Canadian co-productions and our North American production rentals,

 and worked with the 

sector to develop a Canadian co-production network. We have developed multiple co-productions with nearly every 

Canadian opera company. 

 we 

Recent examples include Jenůfa (with Opéra de Montréal) and Les Feluettes (a co-commission with Opéra de Montréal, 

restaged in Edmonton). La traviata, the largest opera co-production in Canadian history, thrilled audiences at Manitoba 

Opera, Edmonton Opera, Pacific Opera, and Vancouver Opera through 2018 and 2019. Planned stagings of Jenůfa and La 

traviata at Opéra de Montréal in 2020/21 have been postponed as a result of the pandemic. 

This season's stagings of the recently 

co-commissioned operas Missing and The 

Flight of the Hummingbird brought new 

Canadian works to audiences outside 

Victoria and bode well for Pacific Opera's 

national and international profile and for 

the vitality of Canadian opera.

 

to other companies in Canada and the US. 

Our 2016 The Barber of Seville has been 

seen in Santa Barbara, Calgary, Québec, 

Winn ipeg ,  Tu lsa ,  Co lorado,  and 

Vancouver; our 2015 Madama Butterfly in 

Palm Beach, Winnipeg, and Vancouver; and our 2014 The Marriage of Figaro in Calgary, Phoenix and Tucson. Co-productions 

and rentals enhance our national and international profile, expand opportunities for artists, and develop broader 

audiences for our work. They also enhance the art form, allowing greater investment in our productions. 

have 

made great progress in expanding internationally. Our sector participation has kindled connections with co-production 

networks of Opera America, Opera Europa, and Ópera Latinoamérica and discussions of future collaborations with Oper 

Frankfurt, the Humboldt Forum, Théâtre des Champs Élysées, and Théâtre Royal de La Monnaie in Brussels. Despite the 

delays due to the pandemic, these future productions represent major opportunities to grow audiences for our work and 

develop invigorating artistic collaborations with international partners.

CO-PRODUCTIONS AND PARTNERSHIPS

The Barber of Seville, 2016. David Cooper Photography

Jenůfa, 2017. David Cooper Photography
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Making Opera in 2020/21
The pandemic has required Pacific Opera to re-invent the way we make opera. 

Here's a glimpse of what's in store for 2020/21. 

CONCERT SERIES 

Live at the Baumann

Livestreamed concerts

OPERA ON FILM

LIVE OPERA AT THE BAUMANN

Bon Appétit 

The Italian Lesson

In the Penal Colony 

Everything has changed, and we 

simply don't know whether "normal" will ever return. What hasn't changed is our artistic vision and our determination to hold 

fast to what is most important – the creation and sharing of art with our community. 

Even in these daunting times, we can create and share opera in all its quirky and dramatic splendour. Limits on physical 

gathering mean we must rely on film and video – or on really intimate live performances for just 50 people (including artists). 

Even so, there's a party atmosphere to the cabaret setup that welcomes live audiences to the Baumann Centre,  while online 

performances let you recline with a beverage as you rewind, rewatch, and enjoy!

Please visit our website for the dates and details, and make sure you’ve 

signed up for our Enews to receive all the latest information about our programming.

 features some of Canada's finest performers in an elegant and intimate cabaret setting, with bonus 

livestreamed performances. Revel in the artistry of sopranos Lara Secord-Haid, Anne Grimm, and Anna Tamm-Relyea; mezzo 

soprano Megan Latham, tenors Ben Butterfield and Colin Ainsworth, and bass baritones Gary Relyea and Daniel Okulitch as 

they explore pop, rock, art song, and opera.  

These recitals will also reflect our commitment to commissioning new works. Daniel Okulitch will present Modern Song Masters 

– arrangements of songs by greats such as Leonard Cohen, Gordon Lightfoot, and Randy Newman, co-commissioned by Pacific 

Opera and Vancouver Opera. And Colin Ainsworth will première new music for voice and piano by composer Jeffrey Ryan and 

Cree Métis poet Michelle Poirier Brown.

 from the Baumann are also being planned, in partnership with the Victoria Symphony. 

Timothy Vernon and director Glynis Leyshon are working with Canadian composer Elizabeth Raum to create a film adaptation 

of The Garden of Alice, her 1985 opera based on Alice in Wonderland. The great coloratura soprano Tracy Dahl, who created the 

title role, returns, this time as a grown-up Alice, in hospital, re-discovering the illogical magic of Wonderland. The production 

will be rehearsed, built, and filmed in Victoria, for release early in 2021.

 

is an appetizing transcription of a classic tv broadcast by effervescent master chef Julia Child, who makes a 

chocolate cake in this scrumptious mini opera. Composer Lee Hoiby's music is cheery, whimsical, and absolutely attuned to 

Julia’s culinary shenanigans.  

, also by Lee Hoiby, is a chaotic 

day in the life of a society lady, who struggles to 

translate Dante 's  In ferno amid mult ip le  

interruptions. She disciplines, her children, makes 

sure there are men for the opera, confirms a tryst 

with her lover, and welcomes a new puppy, whom 

she christens Dante (Dan for short).  

is a haunting adaptation of a 

story by Franz Kafka. Philip Glass's distinctive 

hypnotic music, performed by a string quintet, 

brings a brooding lushness to this enigmatic study of 

justice, state brutality, and the rift between 

witnessing injustice and intervening to stop it. 
Scene from Flight. David Cooper Photography

Media Sponsors
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OPERA ETC 

Opera Etc for the community

Youth programming 

The Artist Development Program

A new Citizen Artist Program 

A Space for Art and Community 
Baumann Centre Artist & Accessibility Project

Exterior Accessibility:

Energy efficiency:

Theatrical and Lighting Equipment

Chorus Room:

Even after it is safe to convene for performances,

 will continue online, with the addition of Take Five with Timothy, as Artistic Director Timothy 

Vernon shares his inside knowledge and idiosyncratic perspectives on opera and the people who make it happen.

moves online with a Zoom series of Living Opera Workshops for classrooms and learning programs at 

the Royal BC Museum, Greater Victoria Public Library, Victoria Native Friendship Centre, and Inter-Cultural Association of 

Greater Victoria. 

 also moves online, with the bonus that we can engage national artists and mentors who 

would not normally be available to come to Victoria to work with our emerging artists.

provides online residencies for a Civic Engagement Quartet (soprano Charlotte Siegel, 

mezzo-soprano Simran Claire, tenor Kaden Forsberg, and baritone Micah Schroeder) whose coaching will include  mentorship 

on building cultural capacity and creation of Music Alive video recitals. The Quartet will also mentor an Apprentice Civic 

Engagement Quartet of local voice students as part of  a peer-to-peer learning program.

The COVID-19 crisis has created critical threats to Pacific 

Opera's ability to carry out our artistic mission. 

Restrictions on gatherings have closed our primary 

performance venue, the Royal Theatre, meaning that 

the Baumann Centre will be our sole theatrical space for 

the foreseeable future. To ensure a safe, comfortable, 

accessible venue for live and filmed programming, we 

are investing in improvements to the Baumann Centre 

to serve immediate needs stemming from the pandemic 

and to enhance the long-term sustainability and 

diversity of our art-making. 

 A level courtyard entrance 

and wheelchair lift will provide dignified, barrier-

free access to the Baumann Centre. The courtyard 

will integrate a public art piece by Kwagiulth and 

Coast Salish artist Carey Newman, who created the 

magnificent acoustic canopy in Wingate Studio.

 A new HVAC system will provide 

100% air exchange, air circulation, and filtration to enhance vocal health for singers and comfort and safety for everyone. 

New energy-efficient windows will provide soundproofing and improve comfort for artists and audiences alike.

 will support high-calibre opera for film, live performance, and education and 

community programming for Pacific Opera and for our venue partners.

 A new mezzanine above the Wingate Studio kitchen will transform 1,000 sq ft of empty attic space into an 

acoustically isolated Chorus Room, providing extra rehearsal space and greenroom and dressing-room facilities for 

artists. 

 these improvements will be catalysts for diverse, high-calibre art 

making long into the future, helping us to nurture artists, serve audiences, and develop original productions for the large stage, 

the small stage, and the small screen.

Ÿ

Ÿ

Ÿ  

Ÿ

Bravo Society Sponsors

Wingate Studio in the Baumann Centre, with cedar acoustic canopy by Carey Newman
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Thank You!

Megan Latham in Il tabarro. David Cooper Photography
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Anonymous (1) RBC Foundation

Baden-Baden Boutiques Royal & McPherson Theatres Society

Egon Baumann Music Foundation David Spencer Endowment Encouragement Fund

BC Arts Council Canon Elizabeth St. Clair Stewart Fund at the Aqueduct Foundation

Province of British Columbia TD

BMO Financial Group Telus Victoria Community Board

Butler Brothers Vancouver Foundation

Canada Council for the Arts Victoria Foundation:

Government of Canada through the Canada Cultural Investment ALACS Fund 

Fund Endowment Incentives Component, Department of Joan C. McCarter Foundation
Canadian Heritage NRS Foundation

Government of Canada through the Missing and Murdered Alice May Salmon Foundation Fund 
Indigenous Women and Girls Commemoration Fund of the Patricia Margaret Shanahan Fund
Department for Women and Gender Equality

Egon Baumann Fund for Pacific Opera Victoria
The Community Support, Multiculturalism, and Anti-Racism 

Pacific Opera Victoria Arts Renaissance Fund
Initiatives Program of the Department of Canadian Heritage

David Spencer Memorial Fund for Pacific Opera Victoria
Chateau Victoria

CRD Arts Commission through the Arts & Culture Support Service

Delorme Kurz Private Wealth Management, RBC Dominion 

Securities

Eldon & Anne Foote Fund at the Edmonton Community 

Foundation

Good Foundation Inc.

Horne Coupar Lawyers & Notaries

Illuminations Lighting Solutions

Jawl Bundon LLP, Barristers & Solicitors

The Koerner Foundation

Barbara and Philip Potash Foundation

Alan & Gwendoline Pyatt Foundation

The Quail Rock Foundation  

Benefaction Foundation: 

Stephanie Boswell Fund 

AinsCart Charitable Trust 

Black Goat Cashmere

CBC Radio One Victoria

Christopher Foundation

Concerts in Care, Health Arts Society

D'Ambrosio architecture + urbanism

Obara & Company

The Gail O'Riordan Climate & the Arts Fund

PARC Retirement Living

Robbins Parking

The Rossini Charitable Fund

Ernie Skinner - The Market Stores

Tanabe/Thorne Fund, held at Vancouver Foundation

Times Colonist

Tom Lee Music

Toque Catering

Victoria Foundation:

APM Fund for the Arts

Ian & Gloria Back Fund

Barbara & John Barton Fund 

Roger J. Bishop Legacy Fund    

Murray and Lynda Farmer Fund

Sandra & David Goodwin Fund

Floyd R. Hall Fund for the Arts

Sandra Lackenbauer Fund

Thomas Mayne Fund 

Hugh & Helen Mogensen Fund  

Gail O'Riordan Memorial Fund for Music & Performing Arts

Michael & Anne Tyler Fund for the Arts

 Victoria Arts Marketing

Lawrence W. West Family Fund

Wilson's Transportation Ltd

Zambri's 

None of the season's success would have been possible without the generosity of those who supported Pacific 

Opera's work with their donations, their time, and their presence. Thank you to all of our patrons and donors, and to 

the many volunteers, directors, trustees, funders, and community partners whose commitment and leadership was 

key to the success of the 2019/20 season.

Organizational Funders  $10,000 +

Organizational Funders  up to $9,999



PACIFIC OPERA VICTORIA FOUNDATION 

TRUSTEES, 2019/20

David H. Flaherty, Chair

Dick Cavaye, Vice-President

Gary Moser, Secretary-Treasurer

Deneen Cunningham

Robert Milne

Michael Morres

Leda Townshend

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

2019/20
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Robert G. Milne, President

Grania Litwin, Vice-President

Lydia Wingate, Vice-President

Andrew Jackson, Treasurer

Elaine Calder, Secretary

David H. Flaherty, Past President

Bernard Beck Jacques Lemay

Chanah Caplan Jane Logan

Mary Collins Joan McNeely

Heather Fisher Jean McRae

Sean Guist Michael Morres

Evan Hazell Carey Newman

Barbara Hubbard Heather Raven

Dawn Johnson Deborah Wolstenholme

Diane Kettner
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PACIFIC OPERA VICTORIA 

925 Balmoral Road

Victoria, BC  V8T 1A7

250.382.1641

PACIFICOPERA.CA

Kyle Lehmann, Rose-Ellen Nichols, Joanna Diindiisikwe Simmons, Caitlin Wood, Marion Newman, 

Emily Cooper Photography

Heather Molloy in Missing.  


